Quilt Etc. Row by Row

BZZZ QULT’N
Approx. size 36” x 9”

Cutting and piecing background:
Cut six Homespun cotton plaids into various widths; on our row we used 6”, 7”, 5”, 8”, 7”, and 6”, all by 9” tall. You may adjust these sizes to your own design. Sew together, press seams in one direction.

Appliqué:
Trace various sizes of beehives, hive doors, hearts and 15 bee body and wings on the smooth side of Soft Fuse. Cut around shapes, (not on lines yet) and press to the wrong side of wool, flannel, or cotton fabric. Cut out on lines. Remove paper backing from appliqué pieces, place on background in any design you desire. Fuse onto background. We did primitive stitching around and on all appliqué shapes using Valdani embroidery thread.